
Engineering Simulation Solutions for the 

renewable energy Industry



rowing concerns over production, consumption, sustainability and the environment are driving governments
and energy companies to make renewable energy initiatives a priority. The renewable energy sector has
its own unique set of challenges and, by addressing these issues effectively, companies can make the

most of this window of opportunity and emerge with long-term benefits.

Engineering simulation tools address product design and development challenges in the renewable energy sector
with particular respect to wind, wave, tidal, biomass and fuel cell power generation, where innovation, reliability,
timescales and minimizing investment risk are critical to project success.  

ANSYS, Inc. has a proven track record in supplying quality simulation solutions that address these challenges and
provide the tools needed to create an effective virtual prototyping environment, covering all the necessary physics
and their interaction.

Innovation

Many renewable sector initiatives require innovative engineering approaches to achieve product 
differentiation and to secure investment. Simulation solutions from ANSYS provide a low-cost route to 
proof of concept, giving project owners and investors the confidence that prospective devices will fulfill

design objectives under anticipated environmental and load conditions. 
Simulation helps to optimize designs to maximize the performance/cost

ratio and to assess and increase project viability.

Challenges and Solutions

With the unequalled depth and unparalleled breadth of engineering simulation solutions from ANSYS, companies

in the renewable energy sector are transforming their leading-edge design concepts into innovative products and

processes that work. Today, 97 of the top 100 industrial companies on the “FORTUNE Global 500” invest in 

engineering simulation as a key strategy to win in a globally competitive environment. They choose ANSYS as their

simulation partner, deploying the world’s most comprehensive multiphysics solutions to solve their complex 

engineering challenges. The engineered scalability of our solutions delivers the flexibility customers need, within

an architecture that is adaptable to the processes and design systems of their choice. No wonder the world’s most

successful companies turn to ANSYS — with a track record of almost 40 years as the industry leader — for the

best in engineering simulation.



“
The coupling between

ANSYS ASAS software and

FLEX5 provides us an integrated

analysis method of complex 

offshore wind turbine support

structures subjected to

wave–wind–currency loading. 

This enables us to perform 

design calculations for both 

fatigue and extreme conditions

without the need for a substitute

monopile model, thus increasing

confidence and accuracy in the

design process. It has been 

successfully applied for the 

certification of the Beatrice wind

farm demonstrator project.
”

Dr.-Ing. Marc Seidel 

REpower Systems AG

Reliability

In demanding environments, the need to avoid unnecessary shutdowns and
costly maintenance often results in over-engineering. ANSYS simulation 
solutions provide detailed and insightful knowledge that improves prediction
of forces, stresses and catastrophic effects to achieve the required reliability,
all while minimizing product lifecycle costs. And in the event of failure, simulation
empowers engineers to understand its cause and to efficiently explore corrective
design options. 

Time Scales

Capturing market share and delivering successful projects in the renewable 
energy sector often requires meeting tight time scales. Simulation Driven 
Product Development™ can reduce the number of physical prototypes
and in-field testing and facilitate a “get it right first time” design. 
Simulation also empowers engineers with a more complete 
understanding of the design factors, which can positively impact
time scale related to manufacture, installation, testing and 
operation. This produces a more time-efficient design
throughout the major phases of a project. 



Capabilities
� Structural Solutions: Static; dynamic; linear, nonlinear, impact, vibration; deflection; buckling; thermal; 

contact; rotor dynamics; creep; fatigue, mechanisms/rigid body/flexible body dynamics, composites

� Fluid Simulation Tools: Thermal and fluid flow analysis; single and multiphase flows with chemical 
reactions; multi-fluid interaction; solid–fluid interaction analyses

� Fluid Structure Interaction: Analyzes change in fluid behavior affecting a structure and vice-versa

� Wave Structure Interaction: Analyzes change in wave behavior affecting a structure and vice-versa

� Wind Turbines: Offshore wind turbine foundation structural assessment including fatigue and 
wave/current structure interaction; blade, turbine, gearbox/transmission systems; aerodynamics, 
noise assessment, position siting; seismic studies; interfacing facilities with third-party generic wind 
turbine design software

� Wave Energy Devices: Mooring systems; wave energy-mechanical energy coupling; random wave and
survival wave conditions; output prediction

� Tidal Energy Devices: Fluid behavior; body forces; vortex effects; structural loading and assessment
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About ANSYS, Inc.
ANSYS, Inc., founded in 1970, develops and globally markets engineering simulation software and technologies widely used by 
engineers and designers across a broad spectrum of industries. The Company focuses on the development of open and flexible 
solutions that enable users to analyze designs directly on the desktop, providing a common platform for fast, efficient and cost-effective
product development, from design concept to final-stage testing, validation and production. The Company and its global network of
channel partners provide sales, support and training for customers. Headquartered in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., with more
than 60 strategic sales locations throughout the world, ANSYS, Inc. and its subsidiaries employ approximately 1,700 people and distribute
ANSYS products through a network of channel partners in over 40 countries.

Visit www.ansys.com for more information.
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